Novel zinc- and silicon-phthalocyanines as photosensitizers for photodynamic therapy of cholangiocarcinoma
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Abstract. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has emerged as an effective and minimally invasive cancer treatment modality. In the present study, two novel phthalocyanines, tetra-triethyleneoxysulfonyl substituted zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) and dihydroxy-2,9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetrakis(4,7,10-triioxadecan-1-sulfonyl) silicon phthalocyanine (Pc32), were investigated as photosensitizers (PS) for PDT of cholangiocarcinoma (CC). ZnPc showed a pronounced dose-dependent and predominantly cytoplasmic accumulation in EGI-1 and TFK-1 CC cell lines. Pc32 also accumulated in the CC cells, but this was less pronounced. Without photoactivation, the PS did not exhibit any antiproliferative or cytotoxic effects. Upon photoactivation, ZnPc induced the formation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and immediate phototoxicity, leading to a dose-dependent decrease in cell proliferation, and an induction of mitochondria-driven apoptosis and cell cycle arrest of EGI-1 and TFK-1 cells. Although photoactivated Pc32 also induced ROS formation in the two cell lines, the extent was less marked, compared with that induced by ZnPc-PDT, and pronounced antiproliferative effects occurred only in the less differentiated EGI-1 cells, whereas the more differentiated TFK-1 cells did not show sustained growth inhibition upon Pc32-PDT induction. In vivo examinations on the antiangiogenic potency of the novel PS were performed using chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assays, which revealed reduced angiogenic sprouting with a concomitant increase in nonperfused regions and degeneration of the vascular network of the CAM following induction with ZnPc-PDT only. The study demonstrated the pronounced antiproliferative and antiangiogenic potency of ZnPc as a novel PS for PDT, meriting further elucidation as a promising PS for the photodynamic treatment of CC.

Introduction

Cholangiocarcinoma (CC) is the second most frequent primary hepatic tumor entity following hepatocellular carcinoma and accounts for 3% of all gastrointestinal tumors (1-3). This aggressive tumor has a poor 5-year-survival rate of 5-10%. CC can be classified into the extrahepatic subtype, which comprises 75% of all cases, and the intrahepatic subtype comprising the remaining 25% (4). Due to the late and unspecific appearance of clinical symptoms, mostly presenting through biliary obstruction, CC is often diagnosed in advanced tumor stages, and ~80% of patients are unsuitable for surgical R0-resection, which currently represents the only curative treatment modality (5-7). Unfortunately, palliative treatment options, including R1/R2-resection, chemotherapy or radiotherapy, show relatively poor results in prolonging the survival rates of the patients. Often, they even lower the patients' quality of life (QoL) due to severe adverse effects (1,7,8). The current standard in palliative management of patients with advanced CC is biliary decompression and relief of obstruction by biliary drainage and stent insertion (9). However, compared with a median survival rate of 3 months without any intervention, for patients treated with biliary drainage, the median survival rate is only 4-10 months (7). In the context of the poor prognosis for patients with non-resectable CC, there is an urgent requirement to develop novel and favorable palliative treatment strategies with high patient tolerability and improved outcome. Photodynamic therapy (PDT) is a novel and non-to-minimally invasive treatment option for several premalignant and malignant diseases, including various forms of gastrointestinal cancer. PDT involves the application and
tumor-specific accumulation of a photosensitizing drug, and its subsequent activation with light of a specific wavelength. In the presence of molecular oxygen, the activation of the PS leads to the generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which damage the neoplastic tissue and cause apoptotic and/or necrotic cell death (10). As a tumor-specific ablative method with few adverse effects and no formation of resistance on repetition, unlike that following chemotherapy, PDT offers novel perspectives for the palliative treatment of advanced CC. Randomized controlled trials have demonstrated that PDT alone or in combination with stenting significantly improved the survival rates and QoL of patients with non-resectable CC (6,8,11-15). Ortner et al (6) showed that PDT combined with stenting increased the median survival rate of patients with non-resectable CC from 3.3 months (biliary stent treatment alone) to 16.4 months (combined treatment of stenting and PDT). Therefore, PDT may represent a promising strategy for improved palliative treatment of advanced and non-resectable CC (16).

The efficacy of PDT is particularly dependent on the quality of the PS used (17), therefore, there is a constant need for further development of photosensitizers with improved efficacy. Phthalocyanines (Pcs) belong to second generation of photosensitizers and are structurally related to porphyrins, which have been well known as PS for several years (18-20). In particular, metallophthalocyanines bearing a zinc, silicon, aluminum or indium as a central metal atom offer favorable properties for an ideal PS (21). In addition to being photostable, Pc-compounds show a high efficacy in producing ROS upon illumination (20). The high absorption peak of Pcs between 600 and 800 nm allows deep tissue penetration of up to 6-8 mm when photoactivating Pcs with red to deep red light (22,23). Pcs have been shown to preferentially accumulate in malignant tissue and show high retention in tumor cells (24,25). In addition, Pcs do not cause cytotoxic effects in a non-illuminated state (26). In the present study, the antitumor effects and suitability of two novel phthalocyanines: Tetra-triethyleneoxysulfonyl substituted zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc) and dihydroxy-2,9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetraakis(4,7,10-trioxoandecan-1-sulfonyl) silicon phthalocyanine (Pc32) were investigated as PS for PDT of CC.

Materials and methods

Compounds. ZnPc and Pc32 were prepared by minor modification to the procedures described previously (27). The compounds were dissolved in DMSO of spectroscopic grade (Sigma-Aldrich; Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). The concentrations of stock solutions were calculated by measuring their optical density at 694 nm with a UV/Vis spectrometer (Ultraspec 2100; GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Chalfont, UK) and based on the Lambert-Beer relationship with $\varepsilon_{694\text{ nm}} = 2.04 \times 10^5 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1}$ (ZnPc) or by measuring the compounds weight with a microbalance (Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany) and based on the molar solution concentration equation: Molarity (mol/l) = mass (g)/volume (l) x[1/molecular weight (g/mol)] (Pc32). ZnPc and Pc32 were donated by the Department of Chemistry, Gebze Institute of Technology (Gebze, Turkey). The stock solutions were prepared at concentration of 15-25 mM. Working solutions (0.2-10 µM) were made up in medium so that the DMSO concentration never exceeded 0.25%.

Cell culture. The poorly differentiated EGI-1 CC cell line (Leibnitz Institute DSMZ, Braunschweig, Germany; no. ACC385) (28), and the partly papillary and partly tubular TFK-1 CC cell line (Leibnitz Institute DSMZ, no. ACC344) (29) were derived from patients with extrahepatic bile tract carcinoma, which had not been exposed to chemotherapy or radiotherapy. The two cell lines were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium (Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), supplemented with 100 ml/l fetal calf serum (FCS; Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany), 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 µg/ml streptomycin and 2 mM L-glutamine (both from Biochrom AG, Berlin, Germany). The cells were maintained under 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO₂. The culture medium was replaced every second day, and once a week the cells were passaged using 1% trypsin/EDTA.

Light source and irradiation. Irradiation of the cancer cells was performed with a broad-band light source equipped with a 100-W halogen lamp (EFR 12 V/100 W GZ - 6.35 lamp Omnilux; Thomann GmbH, Burgebrach, Germany) with a spectral output of 400-800 nm. The optimal conditions for PDT treatment were reached at a cell density of 70-80% monolayer-confluence in the respective plastic dishes used for the examinations. To prevent infrared irradiation, a heat-reflecting filter cutting off wavelengths of ≥700 nm was embedded in the optical path. The illuminated area (5.5x4.5 cm) had an average power density of 80 W/m². The light energy dose was measured with a P-9710 radiometer controlled by a silicon photocell (Optometer P 9710 Gigahertz-Optik (Munich, Germany). The total light energy dose was calculated by integrating the energy signal over the entire period of irradiation (25).

PDT treatment. For PDT treatment, the cells were seeded and cultivated in an experiment-dependent number and subsequently incubated for 10-24 h with ZnPc (0.2-10 µM) or Pc32 (1-10 µM) in the dark at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5% CO₂. For the measurement of growth inhibition 1.5x10^5 EGI-1 cells, and 1x10^5 TFK-1 cells per 100-µl well were seeded in 96-well microtiter plates and cultivated for 48 h prior to incubation with the PS. For the determination of cytotoxicity, the cells were seeded at a density of 2.5x10^4 cells/100 µl well in a 96-well microtiter plate. Following the incubation period, the PS-containing medium was replaced with PBS, and the cells were irradiated with 10 J/cm². The temperature during irradiation was measured with a digital thermometer placed inside of the irradiation system and did not exceed 37°C. Following irradiation, the PBS was replaced with PS-free medium and the cells were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO₂ in a humidified atmosphere for another 24-96 h. ‘Dark controls’ were treated in the same manner, with a PS-incubation period of 24 h, but without subsequent photoactivation by PDT. Dark controls were included to determine the cytotoxic effects of the PS in the absence of light for 24-72 h (25).

Measurement of growth inhibition. The PDT-induced changes in the number of CC cells were determined by crystal violet staining of cellular DNA, as described previously (30). In brief,
the cells were fixed with 1% glutaraldehyde and stained with 0.1% crystal violet. The unbound dye was removed by washing with water. The DNA-bound crystal violet was solubilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 in PBS. Light extinction, which increases linearly with cell number, was analyzed at 570 nm using an ELISA reader.

**Intracellular uptake and accumulation.** The cells were cultured on glass cover slips and incubated with increasing concentrations of ZnPc (0.2-5 µM) and Pc32 (1-10 µM). Following incubation for 24 h, the cells were washed with PBS and fixed for at least 30 min at -20°C in methanol. The intracellular distribution of ZnPc was analyzed by measuring its fluorescence with a confocal laser microscope (Leica DMI 6000; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) with an excitation HeNe laser (700 nm) and detection of PMT at 400-800 nm, performed with a 6x3 glycerin immersion objective. Digital images were processed using Leica LAS AF Lite software (version 3.2.0; Leica Microsystems GmbH).

**Determination of cytotoxicity.** The PDT-induced cytotoxicity was determined by measuring the release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) from the cytosol of the damaged cells into the supernatant (Cytotoxicity Detection KitPLUS LDH; cat. no. 04744926001; Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, Germany) (31). Following PDT treatment, cells incubated with 1% Triton X-100 served as a control for maximum LDH release. Following PDT, the supernatant was transferred to fresh plates and mixed with catalyst and dye solution for 30 min, resulting in the formation of formazan dye proportional to LDH enzyme activity. The absorbance was measured at 490/630 nm using an ELISA reader (Dynex Technologies, Denkendorf, Germany) and cytotoxicity was determined by calculating the percentage of LDH release in the treated sample, compared with the LDH release of the untreated cells, the value of which was 0%, and the maximum LDH release of the Triton X-100 lysed cells, the value of which represented 100% (32). All experiments were performed in triplicate.

**Measurement of apoptosis-specific caspase-3 activity.** Changes in caspase-3 activity were measured from the cleavage of the fluorogenic substrate AC-DEVd-AMC (EMD Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA), as described previously (32). At 8 and 24 h post-PDT, the cells were harvested and lysed with lysis buffer. Subsequently, the lysates were incubated for 1 h at 37°C with a substrate solution containing 20 µg/ml AC-DEVd-AMC, 20 mM HEPES, 10% glycerol and 2 mM DTT at pH 7.5. Substrate cleavage was measured fluorometrically using a VersaFluor fluorometer (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA; filter sets: ex 360/40 nm, em 460/10 nm). Camptothecin was used as a positive control.

**Western blot analysis.** Western blot analysis was performed as described previously (33). Briefly, whole-cell extracts were prepared by lysing the cells in RIPA buffer. Protein concentration of the lysates was determined by using bicinchoninic acid protein assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) and ±20 µg protein were subjected to gel electrophoresis with 10 or 12% gels and then transferred onto a PVDF membrane by electroblotting for 1.5 h. Following blocking in 5% skim milk powder solution (Merck Millipore) for at least 1 h, the blots were incubated with primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. The antibodies were directed against B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bel-2)-associated X protein (Bax: 1:1,000; sc-493), extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK)1/2 (1:1,000; sc-94), GAPDH (1:1,000; sc-25778), Cyclin D1 (1:1,000; sc-8393) and Cyclin B1 (1:1,000; sc-752) from Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc. (Santa Cruz, CA, USA), and Bel-2 (1:1,000; B3170) and β-actin (1:2,000; A5441) from Sigma-Aldrich; Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Following incubation with horseradish peroxidase-coupled anti-IgG antibodies (1:10,000; NA931V and NA934V; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) at room temperature for at least 1 h, the blots were developed using enhanced chemiluminescent detection (ECL Clarity Max; Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., Hercules, CA, USA) and processed with Chemiluminescence Imager Cellectin® S 420 (Biostep, Burkhardtsdorf, Germany). Relative changes in the expression of Bax, Cyclin D1, Cyclin B1 and ERK1/2 of the PDT-treated, vs. untreated control cells were measured densitometrically using ImageJ software (version 2.0.0-rc-43/1.50e; National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). Protein expression was normalized to housekeeping gene-normalized cells was set as 1. Values >1 indicated upregulation and values <1 indicated downregulation of a respective protein expression.

**Measurement of ROS.** The cells were incubated with ZnPc and Pc32 for 24 h and then illuminated with 10 J/cm². ROS formation was determined 2 and 7 h post-PDT for ZnPc and 2 h post-PDT for Pc32 using CellROX Green and CellROX Orange (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) according to the manufacturer's protocol. Controls underwent PDT without previous ZnPc loading. The cells were analyzed using a fluorescence microscope (Axioskop 40, Zeiss; x40 objective, 1.30 NA; Carl Zeiss AG, Oberkochen, Germany) equipped with a digital camera (DX4-285FW, Kappa Optronics (Gleichen, Germany). CellROX Green depicts ROS formation in the nucleus and mitochondria (ex/em approximately 470/525 nm) by producing bright green fluorescence, whereas orange fluorescence (CellROX Orange) depicts ROS in the cytoplasm of the cells (ex/em approximately 546/575 nm).

**Cell cycle analysis by flow cytometry (FACS).** At 24 h post-PDT-treatment (10 J/cm²), the cells were washed with PBS and fixed in ice-cold ethanol at -20°C. Following incubation for at least 30 min, the ethanol was removed by centrifugation (237.4 x g at 4°C for 4 min) and the cell pellets were washed twice in PBS. The cell pellets were resuspended in PBS containing 40 µg RNase-A and incubated for 30 min at 37°C. Subsequently, the cells were pelleted (241.3 x g at 4°C) again and resuspended in PBS containing 50 µg/ml propidium iodide. Then cells were analyzed using the FACSCanto II analyzer (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and FCS Express 6 software (De Novo Software, Los Angeles, CA, USA). Corresponding to their phase-specific DNA-content, the cells were divided into G1, S, G2/M phases and, when present, the sub-G1 phase which was interpreted as apoptotic.
Determination of antiangiogenic effects using a chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) assay. The CAM assay was performed as described in a previous study (34). In brief, fertilized chicken eggs (Lohmann Tierzucht, Cuxhaven, Germany) were bred in an incubator at 37 °C in constant humidity for 3 days. After 3 days, a square window was cut into the shell of each egg to assure a living embryo and allow detachment of the developing CAM from the shell. The window was sealed and the eggs were incubated for additional 7 days. On day 10, the tapes were removed and two small silicone rings were placed onto the CAM, and either 20 µl of vehicle (negative control), ZnPc (10 µM) or Pc32 (10 µM) were topically applied. The eggs were then sealed and incubated in the dark at 37 °C in a humidified incubator. After 24 h, the treated areas were illuminated with 10 J/cm². Changes in the microvasculature of the CAM were examined 24 h post-PDT and in vivo images were captured using a stereomicroscope equipped with a digital camera (Di-Li, Kaiserslautern, Germany).

Statistical analysis. Unless stated otherwise, data are presented as the mean ± standard deviation. Significance between values was analyzed with GraphPad Prism 6 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) using an unpaired t-test. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference.

Results

Photosensitizer uptake and intracellular accumulation. The intracellular uptake and accumulation of ZnPc and Pc32 were investigated using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Following incubation for 24 h with non-photoactivated ZnPc, the EGI-1 and TFK-1 cells showed a dose-dependent uptake and predominantly cytoplasmic accumulation (Fig. 1A). By contrast, the uptake of Pc32 was comparably lower; even at 10 µM, only a marginal to moderate cytoplasmic accumulation was observed (Fig. 1B).

Growth inhibition of photoactivated and non-photoactivated ZnPc and Pc32. The optimal loading time prior to the PDT was investigated in TFK-1 and EGI-1 cells following incubation with increasing concentrations of ZnPc (0.2-5 µM) for 10, 16 and 24 h, and analyzed using crystal violet staining. The ‘dark toxic’ effects of non-photoactivated ZnPc (2.5-10 µM) and the antiproliferative effect of non- and photoactivated Pc32 (1-10 µM) were investigated following prior to incubation for 24 h and subsequently analyzed using crystal violet staining.

Preloading of ZnPc for 10 h was sufficient to elicit pronounced PDT-induced growth inhibitory effects. However, a further increase in the preloading time of up to 24 h increased the antiproliferative effectiveness of PDT in the two cell lines (Fig. 1C and D). Based on these findings, the subsequent investigations were performed following a preloading period of 24 h of the respective PS. Incubation with non-photoactivated ZnPc or Pc32 (dark toxicity) for 24 h did not affect the proliferation of either CC cell lines at any time point. Even the high 10 µM concentration of ZnPc or Pc32 did not induce any appreciable antiproliferative effects, showing that neither phthalocyanines were toxic in the absence of light (Fig. 2A and B).

The growth inhibitory effects of PDT with ZnPc (0.2-10 µM) and Pc32 (1-10 µM) were determined using crystal violet staining. In the two cell lines, light activated ZnPc-PDT led to pronounced time- and dose-dependent growth inhibition. The IC₅₀ values of ZnPc-PDT of EGI-1 and TFK-1 were 0.5±0.17 and 1.7±0.13 µM, respectively, as determined 24 h post-PDT. Compared with the TFK-1 cells, the response of the EGI-1 cells was more pronounced. However, in both cell lines, an overall decrease of ≥90% was observed, and there were no signs of re-proliferation of cells that evaded immediate PDT-induced death at moderate ZnPc-doses (1.2-5 µM) (Fig. 2A and B).

Induction of ROS formation. ZnPc- and Pc32-PDT-induced ROS generation was analyzed using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Incorporated and non-incorporated ZnPc and Pc32 (1-10 µM) were determined using crystal violet staining following exposure to ZnPc-PdT, compared with the control (Fig. 4A), at 2 h post-ZnPc-PDT, a marked dose-dependent increase in ROS formation was observed in the cytoplasm and the mitochondria/nucleus of the EGI-1 cells (Fig. 4B). Even at low ZnPc-concentrations of 0.5 µM, marked generation of ROS was observed in the cytoplasm and mitochondria/nuclei (data not shown). However, despite the dose-dependent increase in overall ROS formation, there was no preferred localization of ROS in either the nucleus/mitochondria or the cytoplasm. By contrast, 2 h following Pc32-PDT, a comparably lower increase of ROS formation was observed in the EGI-1 cells (Fig. 4C). This finding was in accordance with the reduced uptake and limited antiproliferative effects of Pc32 shown in the prior experiments. The same pattern of results was observed for the TFK-1 cells following exposure to ZnPc-PDT, compared with the control (Fig. 4D and E), even at a low concentration of 1.7 µM (data not shown), and following exposure to Pc32-PDT (Fig. 4F).

Evaluation of immediate cytotoxicity following exposure to PDT with ZnPc and Pc32. The immediate cytotoxic effects of photoactivated ZnPc in TFK-1 and EGI-1 cells were determined by measuring the LDH release. Leakage of intracellular LDH into the culture medium is an indicator of ROS-induced cytotoxicity due to a damage of the integrity of the membrane of cells or cell organelles, including mitochondria, golgi vesicles and nuclei. In the two cell lines, ZnPc-PDT (0.5-5 µM) resulted in a significant time- and concentration-dependent
Figure 1. Uptake and loading times of ZnPc and Pc32 in cholangiocarcinoma cells. (A) Dose-dependent uptake and cytoplasmic accumulation of ZnPc in EGI-1 and TFK-1 cells at 24 h, as determined by confocal scanning microscopy (ex/em 700/400-800). (B) Pc32 uptake at the highest concentration of 10 µM following incubation for 24 h. (C) Efficacy of ZnPc-PDT (10 J/cm²) correlated with the preloading time of the photosensitizer. The longer the loading time, the more pronounced the antiproliferative effect of ZnPc-PDT was in (C) EGI-1 and (D) TFK-1 cells. Results are representative of at least three independent experiments. Magnification, x63. *P<0.05, 10 h incubation, vs. 24 h incubation. ZnPc, tetra-triethyleneoxysulfonyl substituted zinc phthalocyanine; Pc32, dihydroxy-2,9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetrakis(4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfonyl) silicon phthalocyanine; PDT, photodynamic therapy.

Figure 2. Growth inhibitory effects of ZnPc-PDT in cholangiocarcinoma cells. ZnPc-PDT (10 J/cm²) dose- and time-dependently decreased the number of (A) EGI-1 and (B) TFK-1 cells of ≥90%. Non-photoactivated ZnPc did not exhibit any appreciable ‘dark toxicity’ in either cell line. ZnPc-PDT induced a marked decrease in the expression of mitogen-activated protein kinase-pathway related protein ERK1/2 in (C) EGI-1 and (D) TFK-1 cells. Results are representative of at least three independent crystal violet experiments and two western blot experiments. *P<0.05 non-photoactivated, vs. photoactivated ZnPc (72 h-post PDT). ZnPc, tetra-triethyleneoxysulfonyl substituted zinc phthalocyanine; Pc32, dihydroxy-2,9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetrakis(4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfonyl) silicon phthalocyanine; PDT, photodynamic therapy; ERK1/2, extracellular signal-regulated kinase 1/2.
increase of immediate cytotoxicity following 1-6 h (Fig. 5). The EGI-1 cells showed a maximum LDH release of 34.8% at 6 h post-PDT (Fig. 5A), whereas the effect was less pronounced in the TFK-1 cells. However, in the TFK-1 cells, an increase in LDH release of ~17.8% became apparent (Fig. 5B), showing the cytotoxic potential of ZnPc for PDT of CC, compared with these findings, Pc32-PDT (0.5-5 µM) led to only weak immediate cytotoxic effects in the two cell lines. The EGI-1 cells showed a maximum LDH release of 9.5% at 6 h post-Pc32-PDT (Fig. 5C), whereas a maximum LDH release of 8.5% was measured in the TFK-1 cells (Fig. 5D).

Apoptotic effects of ZnPc-PDT in CC cells. In addition to the induction of necrotic cell death via immediate cytotoxicity, PDT can also lead to apoptosis by ROS-mediated disruption of mitochondrial integrity. Due to the limited growth inhibitory and cytotoxic effects of Pc32-PDT, the possible apoptotic effects were predominantly examined for ZnPc-PDT. The apoptosis-specific activation of caspase-3 was determined at 8 and 24 h post-PDT. In addition, the changes in the proportions of cells in the apoptosis-indicating sub-G1 phase of the cell cycle were elucidated by FACS-analysis. ZnPc-PDT (0.2-5 µM) led to a time- and dose-dependent increase of caspase-3 activity in the EGI-1 and TFK-1 cells of up to 26- and 6-fold, respectively, compared with the control cells, which were illuminated but not loaded with ZnPc (Fig. 6A and B). In particular, the induction of caspase-3 activity in the EGI-1 cells occurred rapidly, reaching the highest value at 8 h post-PDT with 5 µM ZnPc (Fig. 6A).

Due to the process of partial DNA-fragmentation (karyorrhexis) and its loss during the formation of apoptotic bodies (35), the two cell lines showed a concentration-dependent increase in the proportion of cells containing sub-G1 phase-specific hypoploide DNA content 24 h post-ZnPc-PDT (Fig. 6C). These
effects occurred in both cell lines, but were less pronounced in the TFK-1 cells. Compared with the untreated controls, ZnPc-PdT (5 µM, 10 J/cm²) led to a 5-fold increase in the apoptotic sub-G1 peak, but there was an increase of >18-fold in the EGI-1 cells.

The activity of caspase-3 and changes in sub-G1-phase-specific DNA content can be driven by either intrinsic-mitochondrial or extrinsic apoptotic pathways. To elucidate the induction of apoptosis via one way or the other, the expression of two proteins associated with the mitochondria-driven apoptotic pathway, namely Bax and Bcl-2, were evaluated by western blot analysis. ZnPc-PdT induced a time- and dose-dependent decrease in the protein expression of anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 and a simultaneous increase in the protein expression of pro-apoptotic Bax in the EGI-1 cells at 12 and 24 h post-PdT (Fig. 6D). Compared with the EGI-1 cells, the TFK-1 cells showed a less marked decrease in the expression of Bcl-2, and a less pronounced increase in the expression of Bax, and these effects occurred later (Fig. 6E).

Changes of cell cycle distribution. The effect of ZnPc-PDT on the cell cycle distribution of the EGI-1 and TFK-1 cells was measured by flow cytometry. Additionally, the expression levels of two cell cycle phase-specific proteins Cyclin D1 and Cyclin B1 were evaluated by western blot analysis. At 24 h post-ZnPc-PDT, the EGI-1 cells showed a dose-dependent increase in the number of cells in the G0/G1-phase, with a corresponding decrease in the number of cells in the G2/M-phase (Fig. 7A and B). At 6 and 24 h post-PDT treatment, a corresponding decrease in the expression of cell cycle promoter Cyclin D1, acting at the G1- to S-phase transition, was observed (Fig. 7C). By contrast, the TFK-1 cells responded with a decrease of cells in the G0/G1-phase and a corresponding increase of cells in the G2/M-phase (Fig. 7D and E). These changes were accompanied by a decrease in the expression of cell cycle promoter Cyclin B1, which is required for the transition of cells from the G2- to M-phase (Fig. 7F).

Angiogenesis inhibition. The influence of ZnPc and Pc32-PDT on the formation of new blood vessels was evaluated using an angiogenesis assay with the CAM of fertilized chicken eggs (CAM assay). An area of 5 mm in diameter of 10-day old CAMs was incubated with either 10 µM of ZnPc or Pc32 for 24 h and then illuminated (10 J/cm²). Prior to the PDT treatment, the CAM consisted of a regular vascular network with an intact capillary bed. In the control-treated CAMs,
no changes in the development of the vascular network were observed. There was a constant increase in microvessel formation, as shown in the progression of new branches at the distal end of small vessels (Fig. 8A). Pc32-PdT did not alter the development or distribution of new blood vessels (Fig. 8B). By contrast, ZnPc-PdT induced the degeneration of the existing vascular network, leading to nonperfused regions (Fig. 8C). In addition, changes in the branching of the small supplying vessels became apparent, suggesting avascular and antiangiogenic properties of ZnPc-PdT.

**Discussion**

Palliative treatment options for CC are disappointing. Patients suffering from advanced CC have a poor prognosis in terms of survival rate and experience a low QoL. Therefore, there is an urgent requirement for novel effective treatment approaches, including PDT. In a previous study ZnPc was proposed as a promising photosensitizer for PDT of gastrointestinal cancer entities, including esophageal and neuroendocrine gastrointestinal carcinoma (25,36). The present study focused on the efficacy and the underlying mechanisms of PDT treatment of CC cells with the two novel metallophthalocyanines, ZnPc and Pc32.

A main requirement for a PS is the absence of cytotoxic effects without photoactivation, or ‘dark toxicity’, to avoid unwanted side effects and the destruction of healthy tissue (37), whereas the photoactivation of the PS requires a persistent antineoplastic effect on the PDT-treated tumor cells/tissue. In the present study it was shown that neither incubation with non-photoactivated ZnPc, nor with non-photoactivated Pc32 (Fig. 2) led to undesired ‘dark toxic’ effects on the CC cells.

The photoactivated ZnPc-PdT led to a marked and sustained time- and dose-dependent antiproliferative effect in the two CC cell lines. Correspondingly, a decrease in the expression of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)-related protein, ERK1/2, was observed, indicating the downregulation of proliferation-promoting processes, cellular differentiation and survival at a molecular level in the
two cell lines (Fig. 2C and D) (38). As other second generation photosensitizers, including the clinically relevant 5-aminolevulinic acid, fail to induce permanent antiproliferative effects in gastrointestinal cancer (39), the findings in the present study showed the potential and advantageous suitability of ZnPc as a novel PS for PDT of CC.
To determine whether there is a difference between silicon phthalocyanine and a zinc phthalocyanine on the growth reduction of CC, photoactivated Pc32 was used for comparison. Pc32 led to a time- and dose-dependent antiproliferative effect only in the less differentiated EGI-1 cells, but did not show comparable effects in the more differentiated TFK-1 cells. This finding is of importance, as other silicon-phthalocyanines have already been shown to induce potent antiproliferative effects in several different tumor entities, including gastrointestinal colon carcinoma cells (40), but have failed in CC cells. This underlines the importance of individually evaluating the potential of a PS in a specific tumor entity and shows that the findings in one tumor entity cannot easily be transferred to another.

Individual treatment-protocols, including light-dose, pre-incubation time and dose of PS, have an important influence on the clinical outcome, and differ from one cancer type to another (41-43). The time interval between the application of a PS and its subsequent photoactivation is essential for the subcellular uptake kinetics and distribution in a cancer cell. Fabris et al showed that incubation for 2 h was sufficient for a subcellular accumulation of a zinc phthalocyanine derivative in the golgi apparatus, whereas a more mitochondrial localization of this PS occurred only after 24 h (44). The present study evaluated the effect of different incubation times (10-24 h) on the effectiveness of the ZnPc-PDT in CC cells. PS loading for 24 h led to a more marked concentration-dependent antipro-

- **Figure 8. Blood vessel formation of the developing chicken chorioallantoic membrane (CAM) after ZnPc- or Pc32-PDT.** Images show chicken CAMs in prior to and 24 h following PDT with (A) PBS (control), (B) Pc32 (10 µM) or (C) ZnPc (10 µM) as photosensitizers. In the control CAMs and in the Pc32-treated CAM, the vascular network was homogenous in arrangement in an antiparallel manner; after 24 h, new blood vessels had formed, as shown by branching of the small blood vessels. Only ZnPc-PDT induced a degeneration of the vascular network, shown as non-perfused regions and changes in branching of the small supplying vessels (arrows). Results are representative of three eggs per condition. Magnification, x12. CAM, chorioallantoic membrane; ZnPc, tetra-triethyleneoxysulfonyl substituted zinc phthalocyanine; Pc32, dihydroxy-2,9(10),16(17),23(24)-tetrakis(4,7,10-trioxaundecan-1-sulfonyl) silicon phthalocyanine; PDT, photodynamic therapy.
The induction of cell cycle arrest at a specific cell cycle checkpoint by chemotherapeutic treatment is another mechanism to inhibit cancer cell proliferation in a non-inflammatory manner (54). Cell cycle arrest in the G1- and G2-phase can be induced by genotoxic compounds and ionizing radiation, which cause double stranded DNA breaks. In addition, S-phase arrest can be triggered by anti-metabolites, including 5-fluorouracil and hydroxyurea, whereas alkylating agents or topoisomerase-II-inhibitors can induce cell cycle arrest in the G2-phase (55). In the present study, the concentration-dependent arrest of EGI-1 cells in the G1/G2-phase was observed 24 h following ZnPc-PDT, which was accompanied by a corresponding decrease of cells in the G2/M-phase and a dose-dependent decrease in the expression of Cyclin D1 (56-58). In the more differentiated TFK-1 CC cells ZnPc-PDT also induced arrest in the G1/G2-phase, however, in contrast to the EGI-1 cells, the number of cells in the G1/M-phase increased with an accompanied corresponding decrease in the expression of the G2/M-phase-promoter Cyclin B1 (59). The data obtained on the cell cycle behavior of CC cells within various differentiation states offer valuable information for effective combination therapies, in which ZnPc-PDT is combined with chemotherapeutics to act at specific cell cycle phases in the future.

In addition to the described distinction in the induction of cell cycle arrest, the present study showed further differences between the two cell lines. PDT with either PS had a more marked and earlier antiproliferative effect on EGI-1 cells, compared with that on TFK-1 cells (Figs. 2 and 3). Correspondingly, higher immediate cytotoxicity (Fig. 5) and an earlier and more marked induction of apoptosis were observed in the EGI-1 cells (Fig. 6). The reasons for these variances between the two cell lines may lie in the individual differentiation of the two cancer cell lines and/or a dissimilar expression of regulatory proteins. The poorly differentiated EGI-1 cells (28,60) presumably overexpress p53, which is well known as an essential cellular protein, reacting to cell stress and DNA damage, and is involved in the regulation of cell cycle progression and apoptosis (61,62). By contrast, the partly papillary and partly tubular growing TFK-1 cells (29) lack marked expression of p53 (62). This indicates differences in the underlying mechanisms of PDT-induced cytotoxicity, and growth- and proliferation-inhibition in the context of cell line-specific genetic aberrations. It also supports the clinical need to perform PDT with an individual and PS-adjusted protocol, depending on the genetic characteristics, p53-status and differentiation of the individual type of CC.

At a certain size, the further growth of a solid tumor, including in CC, requires the formation of new blood vessels for the supply of oxygen and nutrients. Therefore, the development of novel anticancer compounds with antiangiogenic potency represents an attractive approach for future treatment strategies (63). Previous data show a correlation between microvessel density and reduced 5-year survival rates, higher recurrence rates and increased nodal spread in intrahepatic CC (64). Although ZnPc-PDT markedly inhibited neoangiogenesis and caused a degeneration of the vascular complex, as examined in the CAM assay of fertilized chicken eggs, no antiangiogenic and/or avascular effects were observed following Pc32-PDT.

Taken together, the results of the present study showed the suitability of the novel ZnPc for PDT of CC and its superiority compared with Pc32. Further investigations are required to examine the specific underlying mechanisms, particularly in the context of individual cancerous genetic alterations. Additionally, future investigations are required to examine the in vivo potency of the novel ZnPc-PDT in a monotherapeutic approach and in combination with clinically relevant chemotherapeutics.
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